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How stupid is our CIA-appointed president? Washington has already lost the war in the Ukraine. The BRICs
are accelerating their arrangements to avoid the petro-dollar. Russia and China have accelerated their plans to
form a pan-Asian trade alliance. Russia is building an independent settlement system so that the US cannot
impose economic sanctions through the banking system. RT note source interviewed the former security chief
of the Ukraine who described in detail how the coup was run out of the American embassy in Kiev. The White
House confirmed the visit. The ever-stupid American public is being told the Russians fomented the coup; that
it is the Russians destabilizing the Ukraine; and they are buying it. This is typical false flag chaos-creation by
the CIA. Putin has been consistent in his demands: Putin is correct that the primary danger now is civil war.
Military action by Kiev in the east virtually guarantees it. If Putin is smart, he will not engage militarily; and
the West will lose the hearts and minds of Ukrainians for generations to come. As the EU goes bust they will
look to the east. They will likely default on debts to the IMF under such conditions. What is is disturbing this
morning is that our CIA-appointed president is on TV looking very gray and exhausted saying that under no
conditions will America take military action, that our only course will be tightening sanctions. In contrast,
Michael Hudson, who is better connected than I, is on RealNews saying that under the table the Americans are
threatening Russia with military action, including nuclear, and that Europe and the rest of the world are
terrified by this. The neocon-neoliberal Washington Consensus is on its last legs. The plutocrats who are
pulling the strings everywhere have no national allegiances. They park their money beyond national tax
jurisdictions; and they will make themselves at home in Europe or Asia and encourage the EU to join the
pan-Asian trade zone if that suits them; and where would that leave the US? It is time for Russia and America
to work together to let the Ukraine develop a federalized structure; and to jointly support this impoverished,
ransacked region so that it may support itself. Destroying the Ukraine in the name of freedom helps no one
except Blackwater, or Xi, or Academi and the rest of their military-industrial-financial complex ilk. And of
course the plutocrats on both sides who would like to buy up Ukrainian assets at bargain prices. But this is
what Washington does best, destroying countries in the name of freedom. Time to throw the psychopathic
bums out, America.
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Plot[ edit ] The book starts with a young girl named Sophie lying in bed in an orphanage. A giant man is
walking in the street, carrying a bag and what looks like a sharing dream trumpet. He sees Sophie, who runs to
her bed and tries to hide. Then he starts to run incredibly fast, until he reaches a large cave , which he enters.
When he sets Sophie down, she begins to plead for her life, believing that the giant will eat her. For example,
people from Greece taste greasy, while people from Panama taste of hats. The BFG then explains that she
must stay with him forever, as no one can know of his existence. He warns her of the dangers of leaving his
cave , as his nine neighbors are sure to eat her if they catch her. The BFG then explains what he was doing
with the trumpet and suitcase. He catches dreams, stores them in the cave, and then gives the good ones to
children all around the world. He destroys the bad ones. The BFG then explains that he only eats
snozzcumbers, which are disgusting striped warty cucumber-like vegetables with wart-like growths that taste
like frogskins and rotten fish to Sophie and cockroaches and slime wanglers to the BFG. Another giant, the
Bloodbottler, then storms in. Sophie hides in a snozzcumber and is nearly eaten by the Bloodbottler.
Bloodbottler luckily spits her out and then leaves in disgust. When Sophie announces she is thirsty, the BFG
treats her to a fizzy soda-pop drink called "frobscottle" which causes noisy flatulence because of the bubbles
sinking downwards. The BFG calls this "Whizzpopping". The next morning, the BFG takes Sophie to Dream
Country to catch more dreams, but is tormented by the man-eating giants along the way, notably by their
leader the Fleshlumpeater, the largest and most fearsome of the giants. In Dream Country, the BFG
demonstrates his dream-catching skills to Sophie; but the BFG mistakenly captures a nightmare and uses it to
start a fight among the other giants when Fleshlumpeater has a nightmare about Jack. Sophie later persuades
him to approach the Queen of England about imprisoning the other giants. The only one not easily caught is
the Fleshlumpeater who wakes up as the British attempt to tie him up, but Sophie and the BFG trick him into
allowing his own capture by claiming that he has been poisoned by a venomous snake so that he will put his
hands and feet together to be tied up. The man-eating giants are suspended under the helicopters and carried
back to London where they are then imprisoned in a deep pit. After BFG has Fleshlumpeater untied and is
hoisted out of the pit, the man-eating giants find themselves being only fed snozzcumbers. While they are
living happily in England , with several gifts coming in for many years from the governments of every country
ever targeted by the giants notably England , Sweden , Arabia , India , Panama , Tibet , Jersey , Chile , and
New Zealand , the BFG writes a book of their adventures identified as the novel itselfâ€”under the name
"Roald Dahl". Characters[ edit ] Sophie: The imaginative creative and kind-hearted protagonist of the story
who becomes a brave international heroine. Portrayed by Amanda Root in the film, and Ruby Barnhill in the
film. A friendly, benevolent, gentle, sweet foot-tall giant who has superhuman hearing abilities and immense
speed. His primary occupation is the collection and distribution of good dreams to children. He also appears in
another novel, Danny, the Champion of the World , in which he is introduced as a folkloric character.
Portrayed by David Jason in the film and Mark Rylance in the film. Firm, bold, and ladylike she plays an
important role in helping Sophie and the BFG. Portrayed by Angela Thorne in the film and by Penelope
Wilton in the film. Portrayed by Mollie Sugden in the film and by Rebecca Hall in the film. Portrayed by
Frank Thornton in the film and by Rafe Spall in the film. The unseen director of the orphanage in which
Sophie lives at the start of the novel; described as cruel to her charges. Portrayed by Myfanwy Talog in the
film and by Marilyn Norry in the film. The Heads of the Army and the Airforce: Two bombastic officers
answering to the Queen. Each man-eating giant is about feet-tall and proportionately broad and powerful
where they only wear skirt-like coverings around their waists. According to the BFG the flavors of the humans
that the man-eating giants dine on depends on their country of origin: Turks taste like Turkish Delight , Greeks
are too greasy, people from Panama taste like hats, the Welsh taste like fish, people from Jersey taste like
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cardigans, and the Danes taste like dogs. The leader of the other eight man-eating giants and the largest and
most horrible of the bunch. Voiced by Don Henderson in the film and motion-captured by Jemaine Clement in
the film. Second-in-command to the Fleshlumpeater and also the smartest of the bunch. He has a fondness for
the taste of human blood. Voiced by Don Henderson in the film and motion-captured by Bill Hader in the
film. One of the nine man-eating giants. Motion-captured by Adam Godley in the film. He pretends to be a
tree in a park so that he can pick off the humans that go under him. Motion-captured by Paul Moniz de Sa in
the film. Motion-captured by Jonathan Holmes in the film. The youngest of the nine man-eating giants.
Motion-captured by Michael Adamthwaite in the film. One of the nine man-eating giants who is known for
crunching up two humans for dinner every night. He enjoys eating people from Turkey, making him the picky
eater of the bunch. Motion-captured by Daniel Bacon in the film. The shortest of the nine man-eating giants.
He lies above the rooftops of the cities to grab people walking down the streets. Motion-captured by Chris
Gibbs in the film. The ending is almost the same as James and the Giant Peach , when he writes a story about
himself, by himself. Tibbs relates to Mrs. Tibbs, the friend of Mr. It was the fourth of four books by Dahl
among the Top , more than any other writer.
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Although most central banks at least those not bound by a fixed exchange-rate commitment continue to pursue
a variety of objectives, economists generally believe that their principal aim should be long-term price
stability, meaning an annual rate of general price inflation that isâ€¦ The quantity theory The first of these and
the oldest is the view that the level of prices is determined by the quantity of money. The ratio of the stock of
money that people want to hold to the value of the transactions they perform each year or the inverse of this
ratio, called the velocity of circulation is supposed, in the simplest version of this view, to be fixed by such
factors as the frequency of wage payments, the structure of the economy, and saving and shopping habits. So
long as these remain constant, the price level will be directly proportional to the supply of money and
inversely proportional to the physical volume of production. This is the celebrated quantity theory, going back
at least as far as David Hume in the 18th century. But the theory assumes that productive capacity is fully
employed, or nearly so. Because, in fact, the extent to which productive capacity is used varies a great
dealâ€”indeed, sometimes more than the level of pricesâ€”the quantity theory fell into disfavour between
World Wars I and II, when the level of activity provided more reasons for anxiety than did the long-run
movement of prices. Their basic contentions were that short-period changes of the money supply are, in fact,
followed after a varying interval by changes in money income and that the velocity of circulation, though it
fluctuates to some extent with the money supply, tends to be fairly stable, especially over long periods. From
this, they concluded that the money supply, while not a reliable instrument for controlling short-term
movements in the economy, can be effective in controlling longer term movements of the price level and that
the prescription for stable prices is to increase the money supply regularly at a rate equal to that at which the
economy is estimated to be expanding. Against this, it has been argued that in highly developed economies the
supply of money varies largely with the demand for it and that the authorities have little power to vary the
supply through purely monetary controls. The correlations observed by this so-called Chicago school between
money supply and money income are attributed by their critics to variations in the demand for money to
spend, which elicit partial responses from supply and are followed after an interval by corresponding changes
in money income. The relative stability of the velocity of circulation is attributed by them to the facility with
which the supply of money accommodates itself to demand; they argue that insofar as supply may be
restricted in the face of rising demand, velocity will increase, or what really amounts to the same thing new
sources of credit , such as trade credit , will be exploited. The key to it is the assumption that consumers tend
to spend a fixed proportion of any increases they receive in their incomes. For any level of national income,
therefore, there is a gap of a predictable size between income and consumption expenditure, and to establish
and maintain that level of national income it is only necessary to fix expenditure on all nonconsumption goods
and services at such a level as to fill the gap. Apart from government outlays, the main constituent of this
nonconsumption expenditure is private investment. Keynes supposed investment to be fairly sensitive to the
rate of interest. He held, moreover, that there is a floor below which long-term interest rates will not fall,
however low the velocity of circulation. These relationships between interest and idle money or the velocity of
circulation have been pretty well supported empirically. The chief importance of the Keynesian approach and
various elaborations of it is that they provide a framework in which governments can endeavour to manage the
level of activity in the economy by varying their own expenditures and receipts or by influencing the level of
private investment. This has been a principal basis of policy in many industrialized countries in recent
decades. Difficulties in practice have sprung from uncertainty about, or changes in, the underlying quantitative
relationships and the existence of uncertain time lags in their operation, which make it hard to deal effectively
with unforeseen contingencies. The uncertainty and weakness of the relation between interest rates and private
investment are another source of difficulty. Many economists believe, however, that the approach has led to
better control over short-term changes in employment and real income. In the form in which it has just been
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stated, however, the Keynesian approach does not offer much insight into movements of the price level. The
simplest variant of it that will do so is based on the view that inflation arises entirely from attempts to buy
more goods and services than can be suppliedâ€”i. In an economy open to foreign trade , the gap may be
closed wholly or in part by the creation of an import surplus. The theory fails to account for the experience in
the decades after World War II of continuous inflation in conditions that do not suggest the existence of an
inflationary gap. One or both groups must, therefore, be dissatisfied at any given time. The wage earners, if
dissatisfied, demand wage increases. These are conceded at least in part by employers in the course of the
bargaining process, initially at the expense of profits. If the supply of money were fixed, this process would
lead to increasing monetary stringency; it would become increasingly difficult to finance increases in wages
and purchases of goods the prices of which had just been raised or, indeed, to finance production and
distribution generallyâ€”though, as noted earlier, there are some circumstances in which the velocity of
circulation can rise drastically and make a limited money stock go a long way. In practice, money supply
responds to demand, partly because monetary authorities do not wish to see the dislocation of capital markets
that would follow if monetary stringency produced very large rises in rates of interest. In the s there was much
discussion of a relation named after the British economist A. Phillips though in a rudimentary form it can be
traced to earlier writers , whereby the rate of increase of wages was shown to vary negatively with the level of
unemployment. This can be interpreted as signifying that the price-wage spiral proceeds more rapidly at high
levels of economic activity than at low levels. The structural theory The fourth basic approach to the
inflationary process is not entirely independent of some of those just discussed; its distinguishing feature is its
emphasis on structural maladjustment in the economy. One version of it depends upon the simple proposition
that resistance to reductions of money wages is so strong that they hardly ever take place. If this is so, then all
adjustments of wages to take account of relative changes in the supply of, and demand for, labour in different
industries or occupations have to be accomplished through the absolute raising of all wages except those of the
group of workers whose market position is weakest. The rate of wage inflation as a whole is then seen as
proportional to the rate of structural change in the economy. Another version, held to be appropriate to some
developing countries, focuses on the gap between imports and exports. Imports tend to increase faster in those
countries because of the rising demand for manufactured goods than the ability of the traditional exporting
industries to pay for them. Difficulty is experienced in substituting home manufactures for imports, partly
because home markets are often too small to support the required industries and partly because the
development of manufacturing itself requires extensive imports of machinery and structural materials. The
chronic inflationary tendencies in some Latin American countries have been attributed to mechanisms of these
kinds. Learn More in these related Britannica articles:
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The presentation of the Declaration of Independence. After the French and Indian War, the colonists began to
think that they were not getting their "rights as freeborn Englishman". This was mainly caused by new taxes
the British made the colonies pay to pay for the war. In , colonists in Boston known as the Sons of Liberty got
in a fight with British soldiers. This became known as the Boston Massacre. This was known as the Boston
Tea Party It argued that the colonies should be free of English rule. This said that they were free and
independent states , and were not part of England any more. The Revolutionary War started in at Lexington
and Concord. In , an American victory at Yorktown helped by the French led Britain to decide to stop fighting
and give up the colonies. It gave almost all the power to the states and very little to the central government.
Many of the people who helped write the Constitution, such as Washington, James Madison , Alexander
Hamilton and Gouverneur Morris , were among the major thinkers in America at the time. The constitution
created a stronger national government that had three branches: In other states, many people did not like the
Constitution because it gave more power to the central government and had no bill of rights. However, this
was not true at first, when only white males who owned property could vote. He defined how a person should
act as President and retired after two terms. This was the first American election that was between two
political parties. One of the most important things he did as President was to make the Louisiana Purchase
from France , which made the United States twice as big. This was called the War of By , over three million
African-Americans were slaves in the South. Most worked picking cotton on large plantations. Most white
people in the South owned no slaves at all. All of these rebellions failed. The South wanted stronger state
governments, but the North wanted a stronger central government. Due to the American System, bigger cities
and more factories were built. By , thousands of miles of railroads and telegraph lines had been built in the
United States, mostly in the Northeast and Midwest. Many factories were built in Northern cities such as
Lowell, Massachusetts. Many factory workers were women, and some were children or people from Ireland or
Germany. Thousands of people gathered at large religious meetings called revivals. The other was
abolitionism , which tried to end slavery. People such as Harriet Beecher Stowe and William Lloyd Garrison
wrote books and newspapers saying that slavery should stop. By , slavery was very rare in the North, but
continued in the South. This meant that most married women were expected to stay in the home and raise
children. Women who were not married had only a few jobs open to them, such as working in clothing
factories and serving as maids. In , many of these women met and agreed to fight for more rights for women,
including voting. He was the first president elected from the Democratic Party. He changed the government in
many ways. Since many of his supporters were poor people who had not voted before, he rewarded them with
government jobs, which is called "spoils" or "patronage". He saw it as a symbol of Whigs and of powerful
American businessmen. They called it the "Tariff of Abominations". Calhoun , was from the South. He wrote
that the South should stop the tariff and perhaps leave the Union secession. These words would be used again
during the Civil War. The first people who moved west were people who caught and sold animal skins such as
John Colter and Jim Bridger. During this period, Native Americans lost much of their land. They had lost
military battles to the Americans at Tippecanoe and in the Seminole War. In , Texas , which was a nation after
it left Mexico , joined the United States. During the war, the U. Many people in the North did not like this war,
because they thought it was just good for Southern slave states.
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February 11, We aviation fans anoraks are terribly generous in our reviews. The title "The Big Book of So the
book is not even aimed at the man who knows his aircraft inside and out. Then the title clearly says X
Bombers and X Fighters.. Yet they can be important here; the author gives us the gem that Lockheed were in
charge of much of the flying of the feeble Douglas X3 which helped lead onto the F which assorted European
governments were bribed to buy as their main all weather fighter.. Then there are the fighters pretty well
ordered of the design board so very underrepresented here - so not much on the Sabre or Phantom 2 - two
planes totally dominant in their eras. Those never ordered also pose a difficult problem. The F was never built
but , in design, it took at least 5 major shapes!. One would like all the century series fighters all together but
they do not quite fit the time line and pop up all over the place. The engines, or often lack of them, are put into
a section of their own quite out of any time line. The contribution of early British jets, flown with their
designer Whittle to the US is graciously acknowledged. Many reviews question the production values of the
book. Misprints, bits of history repeated or left out entirely, dreadful layout,oddly positioned sidebars,
illustrations infuriatingly out of sync with the text, scandalously bad index. A rough attempt at a timeline has
bombers, fighters and, er.. So is this just a scissors and paste job for a mass market? So this a highly irritating
book with a one star rating? No because it has many saving graces. The story of the Bell Airacobra is
wonderfully told. So that very definitely explains why a whole lot of advanced fighters on the drawing board
at that time were then cancelled!! A particular gem is that the successful licensed made Martin B57 was only
asked to fly-off against the British Canberra version - and lost. Design approved in , first flown in , it is
expected to serve until ; the longest serving warplane ever. The book is also well worth buying for its
illustrations alone;sometimes with contemporary company illustrations or models, sometimes modern artist
representations and often with outstanding photographs, often in earlyish colour when film had to be
bought,paid for and developed! Particularly good on all those back-up early bombers often by Convair or
Martin in case the Boeing did not work. Enjoy the good and do not let the bad ruin the book for you.
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Issues[ edit ] The challenges in developing economy are many, especially when in context of the monetary
policy with the Central Bank , the inflation and price stability phenomenon. There has been a universal
argument these days when monetary policy is determined to be a key element in depicting and controlling
inflation. The Central Bank works on the objective to control and have a stable price for commodities. A good
environment of price stability happens to create saving mobilisation and a sustained economic growth.
Rangarajan points out that there is a long-term trade-off between output and inflation. He adds on that
short-term trade-off happens to only introduce uncertainty about the price level in future. There is an
agreement that the central banks have aimed to introduce the target of price stability while an argument
supports it for what that means in practice. Optimal inflation rate[ edit ] It arises as the basis theme in deciding
an adequate monetary policy. There are two debatable proportions for an effective inflation , whether it should
be in the range of 1â€”3 per cent as the inflation rate that persists in the industrialized economy or should it be
in the range of 6â€”7 per cent. While deciding on the elaborate inflation rate certain problems occur regarding
its measurement. The measurement bias has often calculated an inflation rate that is comparatively more than
in nature. Secondly, there often arises a problem when the quality improvements in the product are in need to
be captured out, hence it affects the price index. The consumer preference for a cheaper goods affects the
consumption basket at costs, for the increased expenditure on the cheaper goods takes time for the increased
weight and measuring inflation. The Boskin Commission has measured 1. The commission points out for the
developed countries comprehensive study on inflation to be fairly low. Money supply and inflation[ edit ] [3]
The Quantitative Easing by the central banks with the effect of an increased money supply in an economy
often helps to increase or moderate inflationary targets. There is a puzzle formation between low-rate inflation
and a high growth of money supply. When the current rate of inflation is low, a high worth of money supply
warrants the tightening of liquidity and an increased interest rate for a moderate aggregate demand and the
avoidance of any potential problems. Further, in case of a low output a tightened monetary policy would affect
the production in a much more severe manner. The supply shocks have known to play a dominant role in the
regard of monetary policy. The bumper harvest in â€”99 with a buffer yield in wheat, sugarcane, and pulses
had led to an early supply condition further driving their prices from what were they in the last year. The
increased import competition since with the trade liberalisation in place have widely contributed to the
reduced manufacturing competition with a cheaper agricultural raw materials and the fabric industry. These
cost-saving-driven technologies have often helped to drive a low inflation rate. The normal growth cycles
accompanied with the international price pressures has several times being characterized by domestic
uncertainties. Global trade[ edit ] Inflation in India generally occurs as a consequence of global traded
commodities and the several efforts made by the Reserve Bank of India RBI to weaken rupee against the
dollar. This was done after the Pokhran Blasts in According to some experts the policy of RBI to absorb all
dollars coming into the Indian economy contributes to the appreciation of the rupee. The RBI picture clearly
portrays for subsidising exports with a weak dollar-exchange rate. All these account for a dangerous
inflationary policies being followed by the central bank of the country. Factors[ edit ] There are several factors
which help to determine the inflationary impact in the country and further help in making a comparative
analysis of the policies for the same. The major determinant of the inflation in regard to the employment
generation and growth is depicted by the Phillips curve. Demand factors[ edit ] It basically occurs in a
situation when the aggregate demand in the economy has exceeded the aggregate supply. It could further be
described as a situation where too much money chases just few goods. A country has a capacity of producing
just 5, units of a commodity but the actual demand in the country is 7, units. Hence, as a result of which due to
scarcity in supply the prices of the commodity rises. This has generally been seen in India in context with the
agrarian society where due to droughts and floods or inadequate methods for the storage of grains leads to
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lesser or deteriorated output hence increasing the prices for the commodities as the demand remains the same.
Supply factors[ edit ] The supply side inflation is a key ingredient for the rising inflation in India. The
agricultural scarcity or the damage in transit creates a scarcity causing high inflationary pressures. Similarly,
the high cost of labor eventually increases the production cost and leads to a high price for the commodity.
The energies issues regarding the cost of production often increases the value of the final output produced.
These supply driven factors have basically have a fiscal tool for regulation and moderation. Further, the global
level impacts of price rise often impacts inflation from the supply side of the economy. Consensus on the
prime reason for the sticky and stubbornly high Consumer Price Index , that is retail inflation of India, is due
to supply side constraints; and still where interest rate remains the only tool with the Reserve Bank of India.
This accounts for the real money gap that could be determined as the potential determinant for the price rise
and inflation in India. There is a gap in India for both the output and the real money gap. The supply of money
grows rapidly while the supply of goods takes due time which causes increased inflation. Similarly, hoarding
has been a problem of major concern in India where onion prices have shot high. There are several other
stances for the gold and silver commodities and their price hike. The liberal economic perspective in India
affects the domestic markets. As the prices in United States rises it impacts India where the commodities are
now imported at a higher price impacting the price rise. Hence, the nominal exchange rate and the import
inflation are a measures that depict the competitiveness and challenges for the economy. Historically, from
until , the inflation rate in India averaged 7. The inflation rate for Primary Articles is currently at 9. This
breaks down into a rate 7. The inflation rate for Fuel and Power is at Finally, the inflation rate for
Manufactured Articles is currently at 7. Price index is useful in gauging income and profit of sellers, cost
index is useful in gauging expenditure and loss of buyers while the gold index helps measure wealth. The gold
index is in vogue for three centuries.
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Inflation is measured in a variety of ways depending upon the types of goods and services considered, and is
the opposite of deflation which indicates a general decline occurring in prices for goods and services when the
inflation rate falls below 0 percent. If she finds the forgotten note in the year and then went on to purchase
gasoline, she would have got only 6. This simple example explains how money loses its value over time when
prices rise. This phenomenon is called inflation. However, it is not necessary that prices always rise with the
passage of time. They may remain steady or even decline. For instance, the cost of wheat in the U. This
phenomenon is called deflation, and is the opposite of inflation. While it is easy to measure the price changes
of individual products over time, human needs extend much beyond one or two such products. Individuals
need a big and diversified set of products as well as a host of services for living a comfortable life. They
include commodities like food grains, metal and fuel, utilities like electricity and transportation, and services
like healthcare, entertainment and labor. Inflation aims to measure the overall impact of price changes for a
diversified set of products and services, and allows for a single value representation of increase in the price
level of goods and services in an economy over a period of time. Causes of Inflation Price rise is the root of
inflation, though it can be attributed to different factors. In the context of causes, inflation is classified into
three types: Demand-Pull inflation, Cost-Push inflation and Built-in inflation. It creates a demand-supply gap
which higher demand and lower supply, which results in higher prices. For instance, when the oil producing
nations decide to cut down on oil production, the supply diminishes. It leads to higher demand, which results
in price rises and contributes to inflation. Additionally, increase in money supply in an economy also leads to
inflation. With more money available to the individuals, the positive consumer sentiment leads to higher
spending. This increases the demand, and leads to price rise. Money supply can be increased by the monetary
authorities either by printing and giving away more money to the individuals, or by devaluing reducing the
value of the currency. In all such cases of demand increase, the money loses its purchasing power. For
example, following the Spanish conquest of the Aztec and Inca empires, massive amounts of gold and
especially silver flowed into the Spanish and other European economies. Cost-push inflation is a result of
increase in the prices of production process inputs. Examples include increase in labor costs to manufacture a
good or offer a service, or increase in the cost of raw material. These developments lead to higher cost for the
finished product or service, and contribute to inflation. Built-in inflation is the third cause that links to
adaptive expectations. Their increased wages result in higher cost of goods and services, and the spiral
continues as one factor induces the other and vice-versa. Types of Inflation Indexes Depending upon the
selected set of goods and services used, multiple types of inflation values are calculated and tracked as
inflation indexes. They include transportation, food and medical care. CPI is calculated by taking price
changes for each item in the predetermined basket of goods and averaging them based on their relative weight
in the whole basket. The prices in consideration are the retail prices of each item, as available for purchase by
the individual citizens. The WPI is another popular measure of inflation, which measures and tracks the
changes in the price of goods in the stages before the retail level. While WPI items vary from one country to
other, they mostly include items at producer or wholesale level. For example, it includes cotton prices for raw
cotton, cotton yarn, cotton gray goods and cotton clothing. Although many countries and organizations use
WPI, many other countries, including the U. The producer price index is a family of indexes that measures the
average change in selling prices received by domestic producers of goods and services over time. PPI itself
can have a variety which can be on industry-based classification and commodity-based classification. In all
such variants, it is possible that price rise in one component say oil cancels out the price decline in another say
wheat to a certain extent. Overall, each index represents the average weighted cost of inflation for the given
constituents which may apply at the overall economy, sector or commodity level. While a lot of readymade
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inflation calculators are already available on various financial portal and websites, it is always better to be
aware of the underlying methodology to ensure accuracy with a clear understanding of the calculations. One
can find inflation index data on various portals in a tabular form like inflationdata. From that table, pick up the
corresponding CPI figures for of the given two months. For September , it was Effects of Inflation Inflation is
both good and bad, depending upon which side one takes. For example, individuals with tangible assets, like
property or stocked commodities, may like to see some inflation as that raises the value of their assets which
they can sell at a higher rate. However, the buyers of such assets may not be happy with inflation, as they will
be required to shell out more money. People holding cash may also not like inflation, as it erodes the value of
their cash holdings. Inflation promotes investments, both by businesses in projects and by individuals in stocks
of companies, as they expect better returns than inflation. However, an optimum level of inflation is required
to promote spending to a certain extent instead of saving. If the purchasing power of money remains the same
over the years, there may be no difference in saving and spending. It may limit spending, which may
negatively impact the overall economy as decreased money circulation will slow overall economic activities in
a country. A balanced approach is required to keep the inflation value in an optimum and desirable range.
High, negative or uncertain value of inflation negatively impacts an economy. It leads to uncertainties in the
market, prevents businesses from making big investment decisions, may lead to unemployment, promotes
hoarding as people flock to stock necessary goods at the earliest amid fears of price rise and the practice leads
to more price increase, may result in imbalance in international trade as prices remain uncertain, and also
impacts foreign exchange rates. It is done by implementing measures through monetary policy , which refers
to the actions of a central bank or other committees that determine the size and rate of growth of the money
supply. It also allows the Fed to promote maximum employment, which is determined by non-monetary
factors that fluctuate over time and are therefore subject to change. Monetary authorities also take exceptional
measures in extreme conditions of the economy. For instance, following the financial crisis, the U. Some
critics of the program alleged it would cause a spike in inflation in the U. Moreover, countries that are
experiencing higher rates of growth can absorb higher rates of inflation. Extreme Examples of Inflation A
handful of currencies are fully backed by gold or silver. The nations that had been victorious in World War I
demanded reparations from Germany, which could not be paid in German paper currency, as this was of
suspect value due to government borrowing. German consumers exacerbated the cycle by trying to spend their
money as fast as possible, expecting that it would be worth less and less the longer they waited. More and
more money flooded the economy, and its value plummeted to the point where people would paper their walls
with the practically worthless bills. Trading and Safeguarding against Inflation Stocks are considered to be the
best hedge against inflation, as the rise in stock price is inclusive of effects of inflation. Since any increase in
cost of raw material, labor, transport and other facets of operation leads to an increase in price of the finished
product a company produces, the inflationary effect gets reflected in stock prices. Additionally, special
financial instruments exist using which one can safeguard their investments against inflation. They include
Treasury Inflation Protected Securities TIPS , a low risk a treasury security that is indexed to inflation where
the principal amount invested in increased by the percentage of inflation.
8: Inflation Definition | Investopedia
The Big Book promises that God is waiting: "when we drew near him he disclosed himself to us!" The Twelve Steps and
Twelve Traditions often describes a God who can seem unjust or heavy-handed. "A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin
of little minds," Ralph Waldo Emerson, another New Englander, famously wrote.

9: The Animal Spirits Page:
About The Big Book of Warfare and other stuff. Basic Math/Engineering Reference. Shape Calculations (Cylinder
Volume Calculator) Calculating Kinetic Energy Calculating the Areas of Basic Shapes.
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